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The data is captured from professional player motion capture suits that enable players to play for their clubs, and consists of real-time and depth-shaded animation, which was
recorded at a speed of between 12 and 24 frames per second. “With HyperMotion Technology, we can now offer a more realistic feel to the passing and shooting of the ball. By
replicating player movements in-game, FIFA 22 will make you feel more connected to the action, providing you with the sense of teamwork that makes it the complete football
experience,” said Andreas Seith, FIFA creative director. In order to ensure the best experience possible for players with the new technology, the following key areas of gameplay
have been altered: FIFA 22 introduces the new “Baseball Pass System” (BPS), which provides an authentic simulation of a tight pass played in a wide space. The ball is only allowed
to pass sideways. This technique allows passing and shooting on the run to be more realistic. However, with the increased speed of passing gameplay, the ball is allowed to travel
further and cover longer distances. The BPS system enables the player to pass the ball into a space where the defender is in his own half of the field, similar to passing the ball into
an empty net. The size of the passing area is ideal for driving forward passes. The BPS is a critical aspect for delivering the authentic experience of the game. Its development had to
be tailored to the specific game mechanics and match speed. FIFA 22 uses the VFX Group’s DUST3D engine. The engine has been enhanced by adding an additional layer of physics,
which allows the engine to enable the simulation of various interactions between the player and the ball. The engine provides the realism and fluidity of gameplay, which has been
indispensable to the development of the BPS. The BPS system is an essential part of FIFA's gameplay in and out of possession. The engine's simulation of on-field interaction is key to
delivering a more realistic game experience. With the BPS in FIFA 22, players are able to play through intense pressure and achieve the most difficult tasks in a much more realistic
way. The new “Pitch Time” system makes players more dynamic and realistic. The system increases the speed of the game by developing an acceleration field for players. This helps
players from running out of breath on short sprints, giving the ball more momentum, which provides the player with
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Features Key:
Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that gives you
more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game.
Build your dream team through the new FIFA Transfer Market. Put your name up and see it climb the leagues to the top as you vie for the prize of the game’s greatest players. The days of “big-budget purchases” are over!
Play the season as both player and manager. Bring your team to the top in FIFA 22.
New faces and game engine updates to reflect the latest from the World Cup.
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FIFA is the best football game on the market, but more than anything else, it is the real football that will take you to the top. This year, FIFA will bring the action to new heights in
new ways with a host of game-changing features and changes. Features: •FIFA World Class Team Play – Compete with the best players in the world in the most authentic World class
gameplay available. •Authentic Teammate Communication – Authentic language and impactful body language. FIFA players will start the game recognizing how they can support
their teammates by simulating their positioning, movement, and communication. •My Teammate – Customize your teammates AI with more than 50 player roles and
characterizations, from steely star mangers to eccentric goalkeepers. You’ll find that your teammates talk to you, shout instructions, avoid traps, and return from mistakes as real
people. •New Player Impact – Choose the style of player you want, and the rest will follow: every action influences the ball and your teammates. •Adopt Athletic Playing Styles – Take
your game to the next level by becoming an athletic player with a new, customizable control system. FIFA is the best football game on the market, but more than anything else, it is
the real football that will take you to the top. This year, FIFA will bring the action to new heights in new ways with a host of game-changing features and changes.•FIFA World Class
Team Play – Compete with the best players in the world in the most authentic World class gameplay available.•Authentic Teammate Communication – Authentic language and
impactful body language. FIFA players will start the game recognizing how they can support their teammates by simulating their positioning, movement, and communication.•My
Teammate – Customize your teammates AI with more than 50 player roles and characterizations, from steely star mangers to eccentric goalkeepers. You’ll find that your teammates
talk to you, shout instructions, avoid traps, and return from mistakes as real people.•New Player Impact – Choose the style of player you want, and the rest will follow: every action
influences the ball and your teammates.•Adopt Athletic Playing Styles – Take your game to the next level by becoming an athletic player with a new, customizable control system.
My Teammates: You’ll find that your teammates talk to you, shout instructions, bc9d6d6daa
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Â Play to your strengths with FIFA Ultimate Team. Use FIFA Points to build an incomparable Ultimate Team of real players – then test your skills against other players from around the
globe in single-player or online multiplayer FIFA Ultimate Team games. In season mode, build your Ultimate Team with real players from around the world and compete to be the
ultimate soccer manager. FUT Champions – Play to your strengths as a football manager. Use FIFA Points to build an incomparable Ultimate Team of real players – then test your
skills against other players around the globe in single-player or online multiplayer FUT matches. In season mode, build your Ultimate Team with real players from around the world
and compete to be the ultimate football manager. FUT Draft – Draft real players from your Ultimate Team to create a squad of your best. You also get the chance to play and improve
your team with a new pick-and-mix drafting tool. FUT Draft – Draft real players from around the world to create a squad of your best. You also get the chance to play and improve
your team with a new pick-and-mix drafting tool. Custom Games – Create custom matches against friends or the FIFA community. Create your own playlists by challenging friends or
going global in international tournaments. FIFA Challenge – Compete against others in a number of games. Choose to play for either Club or Nation, and compete to see who can
achieve the most win, draw or lose. FIFA Golf – Play the virtual equivalent of a real-life golf course, with up to eight players to compete in a staged championship. FIFA Interactive TV
– Use FIFA Interactive TV (FITV) on PS Vita and PS TV. Watch real-time matches, play in arcade-style challenges with friends, and take part in fun FIFA-themed activities. FIFA
Interactive TV – Play the virtual equivalent of a real-life golf course, with up to eight players to compete in a staged championship. Online Multiplayer Gameplay – Play real-time
matches online against friends and rivals. Compete to see who can achieve the most win, draw or lose. Cross-Save Play – Save your progress when you cross-save and play on
PlayStation 3 and cross-buy it on PS Vita. Transfer your progress to PS Vita to continue where you left off. Multiplayer Online Competitions – Compete with friends or against the
community in a series of special FIFA Championships. In FIFA Club
What's new in Fifa 22:
**Up to 4K resolution graphics support (Xbox One S, Xbox One X graphics).
**'HyperMotion' causes players to move realistically, communicating the speed and power of players when players collide.
**A new commentary system in which former Premier League and Champions League match officials are recruited to provide commentary during matches.
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Create and lead your own football club. Take it into the global stage, where success depends on the technical quality of your players, tactical vision and, most
importantly, your strategy for every single game. Build the Ultimate Team Combine players from over 100 leagues and more than 1,000 real-world stars to
create a team that’s unlike any that has ever played the game. Draft, trade, experiment and triumph – the possibilities are endless. Live The Match Day
Experience Never before have you seen the game react to your play with more of the authenticity of real-world football. Enjoy matches won and lost in full, feel
the anxiety of emotional intensity on the pitch as injuries mount, and share your replays with social networks. Join The Fantasy Move your stars up and down the
pitch with the insight of the original fantasy Premier League* and compete with millions of fellow fans from around the world. Build your own personal dream
team and use other's to beat your friends. A Season of Innovation FIFA has never been more ambitious, more immersive, more detailed or more connected. The
next-generation game engine, FIFA 10’s refined animation and Havoc engine with Champions* and Ultimate Team come together to present a higher level of
gameplay and a deeper connection to the world's finest sport. *Electronic Arts product exclusivity. All versions of the game sold outside of the U.S. must be
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shipped with a valid U.S. console game rental code and a valid U.S. account. You must provide an active telephone account on EA.com to activate and reactivate
FIFA on your game system. For more information, visit www.easports.com/fifa/terms. Competition Highlights A whole new generation of gameplay technology is
coming to FIFA which will revolutionize your game play experience. FIFA will leverage the power of the next generation Xbox One, PlayStation®4 and PC
platforms. NEW MULTI-TASKING COOL-COMPANY TECHNOLOGIES Switch seamlessly between high-octane action on the pitch and an entire new off-the-ball world.
Gain an edge against your opponents with new intelligent off-ball movement and patter, and react seamlessly to situations on the pitch. NEW MOBILE PLATFORM
FOR THE NEXT GENERATION Take over with NFC** and move seamlessly
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